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החודש  -פרשת תזריע   
This adaptation is dedicated in honor of: 

my dear wife, Devorah and 
our dear daughter, Tova Zoe. 

Mazal Tov to Moishe & Yael!!! 
 ולרפואה שלימה: העניא בת פריידל

 

   

 ”When a woman conceives and gives birth to a male“  )ב, יב( "ילדה זכרותזריע  אשה כי"
 Loshon hora is more severe than murder because a murderer takes only one life while the slanderer kills three people: the defamer, the listener and the targeted victim.1  

 
 Starting Anew מתחילים מחדש

 On the Shabbos closest to the beginning of the month of Nissan, we read the maftir of Parshas Hachodesh.  “This month shall be for you the beginning of the months, it shall be for you the first of the months of the year.”2  We announce the month of Nissan because of its importance and because of the holiday of Pesach that is upcoming.  Nissan – spring is at the door.  All of Creation is renewed.  The blossoms are visible on the ground.  It is the time of the songbirds.  Everything stretches out its arms with a craving and a longing for eternal life.  “In the days of Nissan before Pesach, around the time of the bris of his son Shlomo Ephraim zt”l, Rebbe Nachman zt”l delivered an amazing discourse about the topic of summer that was imminently approaching.  He explained that winter is pregnancy and summer is birth.  During winter, all of the grasses and plants die because their strength dissipates and they suffer an element of death.  When summer arrives, they all                                                            
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awaken and return to life.  This is very beautiful for one who meditates (לשוח) in the field.  
Meditating includes davening, pleading, craving and longing for Hashem.  Every bush and shrub (שיח) of the field that begins to live and sprout 
now yearns to be included in our tefillos and meditations.”3  It is always possible to begin anew.  It is never permissible to despair.  Even if we have tried so many times before - and each time we thought: this time we would succeed, this time we would be strong, this time we are really on fire – and we still failed each time.  So many times we have stood just short of the peak and, suddenly, fortune changed and we found ourselves once again battered and bruised and at the bottom of the abyss.  Nevertheless, we get up and begin afresh.  It is inestimable what one can achieve with strong willpower.  Renewal is before all else.  A Jew must constantly renew himself.  It is forbidden to fall entirely into routine – even if routine itself is not necessarily a bad thing because it provides us with order in our lives, it helps us be organized and fulfill our obligations, achieve results.  We must serve Hashem with joy, enthusiasm, freshness, vivacity, exuberance and eagerness.  A Jew does not look backwards – 
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only ahead.  In yiddishkeit there is only “from now on.”  Nothing ever repeats itself.  Everything that we do is the first time.  Every moment is a brand new reality.  Hashem waits for us to find some small inspiration – right now.  That inspiration is so important and precious in His eyes – more than anything that has already happened.  Even if we have already tried ten times and have not succeeded - even if we have fallen to where we have fallen – we must not pay any attention to it.  Our primary renewal is through our desire.  A person must want to be finer and better.  That is why we are in this world.  A person endures his negative attributes – he suffers terribly from the evil within!  For example, anger – a person with a bad temper suffers tremendously.  “Master of the World, have mercy upon me!  Help me!  I beg of You!  Nullify this attribute within me, my disposition, have compassion upon me!  Help me realize that every time I get angry, I am really getting angry at You!  Because everything is Your doing!”  Or jealousy.  Envy causes such suffering.  What is the most precise definition of jealousy?  It is when a person agonizes because someone else has it good.  By contrast, the opposite of jealousy is the attitude: “if something is good for another Jew – it is good for me.”  What a sweet life such a person enjoys – such tranquility.  We must toil constantly.  If we hear an inspiring lecture, we must not disregard it and think it will not have an effect because we have previously tried and failed.  We must find a quiet corner and speak to Hashem: “Master of the World, I just heard a holy lecture from this certain tzaddik and I too want, I want, help me Father.”  Daven, plead – every word is invaluable to the Creator!  If we fortify our desire and pray over one issue every day – we will receive such joy, we will start to see results.  If a person has strong desire – he will attain everything!  Hashem wants us to be inspired.  He wants the beginning to come from us – even if we know that everything comes from Hashem.  When a person is in a void and, from that place, he rouses 

himself and says: I have stumbled with sins, I have fallen to low places, I do not know how to explain it but I want You, Hashem, I want only You - it creates great delight in Heaven.  Without the strength that Hashem implants in us to aspire to change and to be better - this entire world is like an empty vessel.  Our connection to Hashem is the pleasure of yiddishkeit.  To connect to Hashem is to connect to the light of the world, to the sweetness of the world, to the pleasantness of the world.  Our entire concern is to strengthen this bond.  This gladdens us more than anything else does.  Even if we experience all sorts of other pleasures – because we are not ascetics who abstain from the world – in rare moments of closeness to Hashem, we understand that the greatest pleasure is when we love Hashem.  In those moments - we need nothing else.  When a person, in the midst of all of his failings (I have not succeeded with my children, I have not succeeded with my prayers, I have not succeeded with my spouse) acknowledges: but I love Hashem, I love holiness, I love those amazing moments that are found within me, even if they are infrequent – when he recalls these moments of love in the midst of the chaos of life – he is happy and he is renewed.  All of the toil in this world is designed to bring us to complete emuna!  That is the task!  That is the goal – for a person to cling to Hashem constantly – never to forget Hashem!  Emuna is before all else.  We must constantly begin anew.  If we fully comprehend that “there is nothing aside from Hashem” – we could never become sad – we must smile, we must be happy, we must know that it is all challenges: with this spouse, with these children, with this building, with these neighbors, with this livelihood, with health – each person with his own issues – it is all constriction.  I want to think expansively and yet I find myself in a rush, worried, in trouble.  How do we evade the constrictions?  With the understanding that if we look at things with eyes of emuna – everything will be different.  
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When we begin to separate ourselves even slightly from silly matters, irritability, anger, materialism, illicit desires – when we endeavor to detach ourselves from our current station to something a little higher – we begin to connect to Hashem.  We begin to realize that even when things do not go as well as we would like – it is exactly as Hashem wants it.  We accept it with emuna.  A person must continuously construct ways of contending with what appears to be the savage, furious, roaring, stormy sea of life.  It is only possible via emuna.  We must repeatedly strengthen and renew our emuna and knowledge.  The same is true for holiness.  We must constantly add sanctity – every hour of life – more and more devotion.  A person must maintain a holy mouth: not to speak loshon hora about anyone.  If we have strengthened our emuna, if we have wisdom, why do we have any need to speak about anyone?  Why does it interest us to talk about others?  Someone who has knowledge, emuna and recognizes Hashem has no need to speak of anyone.  He does not see people – he sees only Hashem!  He knows that whatever happens to him is Hashem’s doing.  He sees only Hashem.  He refuses to speak or listen to loshon hora!  If it is all Hashem – what need does he have to tell anyone stories about others and what need does he have to hear such stories?!  We must fortify ourselves in this task.  We must always begin again.  Rebbe Nachman taught that loshon hora causes knowledge to abandon us and causes us to fall from our love for Hashem to animalistic love.4  Is there a more severe punishment than that?  We received the power of speech with which to pray, to recite Tehillim, to learn Torah, to offer kind words to our families and friends.  How can we so brazenly use this very power 
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to speak about others, about their flaws?  A Jew must sanctify his mouth – not to allow any improper words to emanate from his mouth – no loshon hora, no rechilus, no anger, no falsehood, no mockery!  We are so defective and flawed – we have so much work to do on ourselves.  How do we have the time and the audacity to judge others and talk about them?  Parshas Tazria discusses afflictions.  For what sin is a person afflicted with tzaraas?  Loshon hora.  Metzora = telling false tales ( רע מצורע=מוציא שם ).  
Miriam became a metzora because she spoke loshon hora about her brother.  We are obligated to remember the story of Miriam.  This is terrifying.  It is like killing a friend.  That is why the penalty is so severe.  The sinner must sit in solitude.  Since he caused a separation between man and his fellow – he is separated and must be secluded – measure for measure.  We risk losing everything is we fall into rechilus and loshon hora.  How much holiness can there be in our tefillos or Torah learning if, just moments earlier, we defiled the same mouth with loshon hora and rechilus?  “Everyone wants to improve the guarding of their tongues - but everyone also feels that it is an impossible task.  A covenant was formed with loshon hora that it would be well received in man’s heart.  That is one of the wonders of the world – that people believe loshon hora with complete “emuna.”  The yetzer hora works overtime to make us believe the talebearer - he suddenly seems like the most trustworthy person in the world.  The listener thinks, ‘Why would he lie?  Why would he make things up?  Where there is smoke there is fire.’  The deep and inner work that gives a person the tools to escape this yetzer hora is to take an honest look at himself and identify how many of these same flaws and defects he himself possesses – until there remains within him no thought or will at all to look at others.”5  We must flee this yetzer hora as if running from fire.  If a person manages to guard his mouth and 
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 תפילה
 Master of the World!  I wish to cleanse my mouth.  Help me not to utter any negative words and certainly not loshon hora or rechilus.  If I ultimately grasp that no one does anything to me, that it is all from You (even if I only “get it” intellectually and I do not yet feel it in my heart), why should I speak of myself and what others have done to me, how they have ignored me, hurt me, angered me?  It is all You, Father, and it is all for the best.  Why do I have to talk about others, about their conduct, about their deficiencies?  It is all to calm myself by saying that I am not the only person who is so bad.  Their issues are all part of the plan and the path that You have set for them, Father.  In summary, I want a holy mouth.  I do not want to talk about anyone and most certainly not about tzaddikim, as I sometimes do.  If I must speak about others, let it be only good things: to admire, only to see their virtues and to offer them kind words.  And if, with all of that, I see something that seems negative – to remain silent - because I truly know nothing.  Master of the World!  Help me strengthen my desire.  Help me know and remember that if I want to be a tzaddik and be holy, if I want to defeat my base urges and correct my negative traits, if I wish to repeatedly declare “I want, I want, I want” – in Heaven they already consider me to be a tzaddik.  After 120 years, when we arrive where we will arrive – they will remind me that I constantly wanted, that there was not a day that I did not recall my true desire.  To fix a bad character trait and overcome illicit desires is not at all simple – it is very difficult.  It requires countless tefillos, countless fresh starts.  Do not allow me to despair, Father.  Even if it has already been years of trying, of davening and each time it appears to me that I am about to succeed, that this time my desire is limitless – and yet it does not happen and I continue to trudge through the same muck.  Help me, Father, not to cease wanting to exchange a life of illicit desires and this world for a life of giving and chesed, of love for others – for that is what connects me to You more than anything else does.  I want to be Your servant, Father, not a slave to my base urges.  Reach out a hand, Father, draw me to You - because the absolute truth is that I want only You.  

Have an awesome, uplifting and wonderful Shabbos, Dov Elias 
Notice: The foregoing is based on my limited understanding of the Parsha Sheet, Ohr Ha’Emuna, disseminated by Harav Menachem Azolai Shlita and is not a complete or exact adaptation of Ohr Ha’Emuna and is not necessarily even a reliable interpretation of the ideas presented therein.  Ohr Ha’Emuna is published in Hebrew; in translation, accuracy is always compromised.  Rav Azolai has not reviewed this material - any inaccuracies, omissions or confusion should be attributed exclusively to me.  I still hope you enjoy and it provides some chizuk.  Thank you Mordi Blass for helping with some of the Hebrew expressions. ©Dov Elias 5776. (973)9-EMUNA-9                                                                      ר"ח ניסן תשע"ו – April 9, 2016 For previous issues and/or to receive this adaptation by weekly email, visit www.tloe.us or email me at LightofEmuna@dovelias.com 
 

ears from uttering or hearing forbidden speech – after a few weeks, people will stop trying to tell him, they will peddle their wares elsewhere, to someone who is interested in listening.  This is his honor and his glory: everyone will know to be careful of how they speak to him – he will be known as someone who is unwilling to hear loshon hora or rechilus.  Our vitality is our breath.  Instead of expelling it as tefilla, Torah and love of others – we turn it into loshon hora.  Is that how we want to bring out our inner essence?  An animal’s instinct is to bite, kick and gore.  Our animal instinct is to slander.  To be holy, we must subdue that animal instinct.  That is why the metzora brings two bird sacrifices – we make 

him listen to the good, soft, pleasant, loving, peaceful songs of the birds and we tell him that he too can sing like them – pleasantly, peacefully - sing to and praise Hashem – sing to and praise everyone: his family, his friends – tell them how good and amazing they are.  R’ Yisroel Salanter once saw a light coming from a neighbor’s house late at night.  He knocked on the door and asked if everything was okay.  The man of the house answered that he is a shoemaker and “so long as the candle remains lit – it is still possible to make repairs.”  This taught R’ Yisroel one of the fundamentals of mussar: “So long as a person is alive – he can, and must, repair.”  That is our purpose here – to renew, to sanctify to improve and get better. 


